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Item No. 9 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 2 June 2020 
 

Officer’s Report 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 

 
The following report brings together, in one place, a collection of items for Members 
consideration and information. 
 
 
Authority Meetings  
 
Any member of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) can attend Authority 
Meetings as a member of the public. Please contact Clare Tamea for a copy of the 
agenda and supporting papers. Please note, it is not a requirement for members of 
the YDAF to attend Authority meetings, so it is not an ‘approved duty’ and LAF 
members cannot claim expenses for attending such meetings. 
 
Authority Meeting Dates and Venues for 2020: 
 

Date Venue Time 

30 June 2020 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 

29 September 2020 Yoredale, Bainbridge 13.00 

15 December 2020 Yoredale, Bainbridge 13.00 

Nb. During the lockdown period meetings have taken place on the Lifesize virtual 
meeting platform.  Please check closer to the time for up to date venue information. 
 
 
Meetings of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum for 2020 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Dates and Venues for 2019 
 

Date Venue Time 

2 June 2020 Lifesize meeting 13.15 

24 November 2020 Yoredale, Bainbridge 13.15 

 
 
Appointment of Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Members 
 
The Local Access Forum (England) Regulations state: 
 

“A member of a local access forum shall be appointed for not less than one and 
not more than three years.” 
 

In setting up the YDAF in 2002, the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
(YDNPA) decided that the initial period of appointment of individual members be 
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staged, so that approximately one third of the Forum membership was renewed 
annually. This was done by 1, 2 and 3 year appointments in the first instance.  
Thereafter appointments were made for a period of three years to ensure annual that 
experience and understanding of Forum matters are retained within the Forum over 
time.   
 
However, whilst the above process of appointing LAF members for 3 years seems to 
have worked well for the last 17 years, inevitably, some members have left the forum 
prior to their term ending.  This has resulted in the loss of the same number of 
vacancies across any three years, and means there was only one vacant position in 
2019. 
 
There is nothing stated in the Defra guidance or Regulations that says we have to 
recruit every year.  Therefore, we chose not to recruit in 2019, and include this 
vacancy in the 2020 recruitment when there will be 6 vacancies as member’s term 
comes to an end.   
 
In order to regain the vacancy balance, half of these new members will be appointed 
for 2 years and half for 3 years.   
 
On behalf of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority we would like to Peter 
Charlesworth for his commitment to the work of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
and wish him well for the future. 
 
 
Family Friendly Cycling Route in Wensleydale 

 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority and Richmondshire District Council 
have commissioned ARUP to undertake a feasibility study into whether it is possible 
to create a family friendly cycling and multi-user route in Wensleydale utilising the 
route running on or alongside the disused railway, but without compromising the 
future re-instatement of the railway.  
 
 
Tees- Swale Project 
 

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority and the North Pennines Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty Partnership are collaborating on a major natural heritage 
project, ’Tees-Swale: naturally connected’. The project will focus on an expansive 
sweep of upland habitats in the heart of the Pennines, covering 829 square 
kilometres in Upper Teesdale and Upper Swaledale. This initiative aims to break 
through administrative, institutional and cultural boundaries and work in new ways 
with local people to restore and connect priority habitats across Teesdale and 
Swaledale, ensuring they are better used, widely appreciated and more accessible 
into the future.  
 
The project is funded predominantly by the National Lottery Heritage Fund and is 
currently in development phase (September 2018 – February 2020). Subject to a 
successful funding bid, delivery is likely to start in autumn 2020 and run until 2025. 
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Physical access is of key importance to this project as it will enable existing and new 
audiences to access the area and increase understanding of the environment, 
farming and the landscape. We hope this project  will result in a series of new 
promotable circular routes  of varying lengths and for a variety of users, taking users 
through and around the natural heritage that makes this area special such as hay 
meadows; woodland; wide landscape views; and areas known for specialist species 
such as black grouse and breeding wading birds.  
 
 
Westmorland Dales Project  
 

The HLF funded Westmorland Dales Landscape Partnership Scheme commenced in 
spring 2019 and will run for 4 years. 21 projects will be delivered by a partnership of 
organisations over 3 broad programmes of work relating to natural and cultural 
heritage and what connects them.  

The projects are designed to reveal, conserve and celebrate the rich geology, 
wildlife, cultural heritage and spectacular limestone landscapes of the Westmorland 
Dales. The area lies to the north of the Howgill Fells in Cumbria, extending over 200 
sq km from Maulds Meaburn in the north to Tebay in the south-west and 
Ravenstonedale in the south-east. 
 
The project will result in access improvements, including: 

(a) an improvement of the condition and infrastructure of the rights of way network in 
the Westmorland Dales, and better promotion of opportunities to explore the area for 
a wide range of users.  Work to identify, survey and improve the routes has begun.  

(b) The creation of a 5.5 mile link between the end of the Pennine Bridleway National 
Trail and a series of other bridleways in the Westmorland Dales.  

(c) The extension of the existing Yorkshire Dales Cycleway round the whole of the 
National Park.  

The landscape conservation action plan can be downloaded at 
https://www.friendsofthelakedistrict.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=5fe22c08
-28a1-4a82-8fee-0999cee9e19b Friends of the Lake District are the lead partner with 
the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority as the accountable body. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.friendsofthelakedistrict.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=5fe22c08-28a1-4a82-8fee-0999cee9e19b
https://www.friendsofthelakedistrict.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=5fe22c08-28a1-4a82-8fee-0999cee9e19b
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Fencing on Common Land 
 

Members are asked to comment on the following consultation: 
 

 Application for fencing on Ravenstonedale Common (Appendix 1) 

 
As a reminder, members may wish to look at the paper on the YDAF’s view on 
fencing on common land which was agreed by members in 2015.  See Appendix 2. 
 
 
Covid 19 
 
In adherence with Government Guidance during the lockdown period officers 
reduced their work outside in the National Park to essential business only and all 
outside volunteering activity was halted; car parks and visitor centres were closed 
but the Ranger team have worked closely with local communities to ensure that 
rights of access remain open and safe.  
 
As the lockdown rules have relaxed to allow unlimited travel for exercise we have 
seen an increase in visitors coming to the Park to walk, cycle and get some fresh air. 
The YDNPA car parks and toilets have reopened to accommodate these visitors and 
are being monitored by volunteers for the first 2 weekends to alert visitors when the 
car parks are full and direct to alternatives. We have issued clear social distancing 
guidance to help keep communities and visitors to the Park safe, visitors are asked 
to:  
 
Respect the Land – Exercise within your limitations to keep pressure off local 

resources, and know the countryside code. Take care to respect the plants and 
wildlife which have thrived during lockdown.   
 
Respect the Community – We recognise that many in the local community are 

amongst some of the most vulnerable groups of people. Many still need to self-
isolate. While walking, please keep a safe distance from homes, schools, and farms.  
 
Respect each Other – Stay two metres apart, keep within your family/household 

groups, and avoid gathering in Dales towns and villages where many of the shops 
and services remain closed. Finally, be kind and respect one another - whether 
visitor or local.   
 
With crisis comes opportunity and the anecdotal observation tells us that the visitors 
to the National Park are younger than the usual demographic and many may be first 
time visitors. We are working on how to keep this audience informed and engaged 
as well as to ensure that those who need the access to the National Park the most 
can do so (key workers and people who have no access to the countryside during 
lockdown).  
 
The infographic in appendix 3 has been developed by the YDNPA communications 

team to illustrate social distancing  
 
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/701188/countryside-code.pdf
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Other Advice 
 

Members may find the links below useful from the BMC and NFU.  
 
https://thebmc.co.uk/can-i-start-climbing-and-hill-walking-again 
 

https://www.nfuonline.com/news/coronavirus-updates-and-advice/coronavirus-
news/coronavirus-guidance-on-public-rights-of-way/ 
 
 

Rachel Briggs 
Access and Recreation Officer 
May 2020 
 

 
 

https://thebmc.co.uk/can-i-start-climbing-and-hill-walking-again
https://www.nfuonline.com/news/coronavirus-updates-and-advice/coronavirus-news/coronavirus-guidance-on-public-rights-of-way/
https://www.nfuonline.com/news/coronavirus-updates-and-advice/coronavirus-news/coronavirus-guidance-on-public-rights-of-way/


Sent by email  

Crosby Ravensworth Commoners Association 

c/o PFK Land Agency 

Agricultural Hall 

Skirsgill 

PENRITH 

CA11 0DN 

 

18 May 2020 

 

Dear Stakeholder 

 

Section 38 of the Commons Act 2006, application for works:  

Crosby Ravensworth, Bank Moor and Hardendale Commons 

 
The Crosby Ravensworth Commoners Association is applying to the Secretary of State for 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs for consent under section 38 of the Commons Act 2006 to carry 

out restricted works on Crosby Ravensworth, Bank Moor and Hardendale Commons. The Planning 

Inspectorate will decide the application on behalf of the Secretary of State.  

We are required to give you notice of our proposals, and are sending you a copy of the attached 

notice in order to comply with that requirement.  

Under section 38, we need Defra’s consent to carry out any restricted works on land registered as 

common land under the Commons Registration Act 1965 or the Commons Act 2006 (and on certain 

other land specified in section 38).  

Restricted works are any that prevent or impede access to or over the land. They include fencing, 

buildings, structures, ditches, trenches, embankments and other works, where the effect of those 

works is to prevent or impede access. They also include, in every case, new tarmac (or similar) 

surfaces, such as for a new car park or access road. 

Defra’s decision will be based on the merits of the proposal, and will balance all the interests in the 

common, taking account of all views expressed. Regard must be given to the criteria set out in 

section 39 of the Commons Act 2006. These are:  

(a) the interests of persons having rights in relation to, or occupying, the land (and in particular 

persons exercising rights of common over it);  

(b) the interests of the neighbourhood; 

(c) the public interest, which includes the public interest in:  

➢ nature conservation  

➢ the conservation of the landscape  

➢ the protection of public rights of access to any area of land, and  

➢ the protection of archaeological remains and features of historic interest;  



(d) any other matter considered relevant.  

These criteria will be viewed in the light of the overriding objective of protecting, maintaining or 

improving the common, and of ensuring that the overall stock of common land is not diminished. 

This will enable the diversity, variety, and overall extent, of common land to be safeguarded.  

Any representations about the proposal should be sent to the Planning Inspectorate by Monday 

15 June 2020, which is the closing date specified in the notice. 

If you have any queries regarding our proposals or this notification letter please contact our agent: 

Dan Hunt, Bowfell Consulting Ltd 

Email: dan.bowfell@gmail.com 

Tel: 07711 285872 

Thank you for your time. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

Gordon Bowness 

Chair of Crosby Ravensworth Commoners Association 

  

mailto:dan.bowfell@gmail.com


Section 38 of the Commons Act 2006, application for works:  

Crosby Ravensworth, Bank Moor and Hardendale Commons 

 
The Crosby Ravensworth Commoners Association is applying to the Secretary of State for 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs for consent under section 38 of the Commons Act 2006 to carry 

out restricted works on Crosby Ravensworth, Bank Moor and Hardendale Commons. The Planning 

Inspectorate will decide the application on behalf of the Secretary of State.  

 

The proposed works are:  

a. The erection of 15,577 metres of new temporary stock fencing to protect young scrub and 

trees which will be planted within the fenced areas to create scattered scrub habitat on the 

Commons. The fencing will be in place for up to 15 years to enable establishment of the 

scattered scrub habitat. 

 

b. To extend the period of existing temporary fencing for two existing planted areas, which 

were fenced in 2010 to establish scattered scrub habitat, for an additional 10 years. This will 

enable the planted scattered scrub to fully establish. 

 

The new temporary stock fencing works will be located in various parts of Crosby Ravensworth and 

Hardendale Commons and on one location on Bank Moor Common:  

i. Crosby Ravensworth Common –  

• land adjacent to the M6 motorway northbound and southbound carriageways  

• at the top of Slack Randy, near Crosby Ravensworth village 

• Two areas above Slack Randy  

• An area above the Orton Scar entrance to the Common 

ii. Hardendale Common –  

• adjacent to the M6 motorway northbound and southbound carriageways  

• adjacent to the B6261 public road, near the M6 motorway junction 39 and the 

junction for Orton village 

• between the West Coast mainline railway and the B6261 public road 

iii. Bank Moor Common – south of Bank Head Farm, Crosby Ravensworth 

 

The fencing will be 1.1 metre high stock fencing. Gates for recreational access and authorised 

vehicles will be provided on all Public Rights of Way and other locations, as agreed following detailed 

discussions with public access statutory bodies and stakeholders. 

 

The existing temporary fencing is located in two areas on Crosby Ravensworth Common: 

i. Dina Gill – west of the B6260 Orton to Appleby-in-Westmorland public road, and south of 

Gilts Farm, Crosby Ravensworth  

ii. An area south of Crosby Lodge Farm and west of Gilts Farm, Crosby Ravensworth 

 

Viewing the S38 application and proposed works 
 

Due to Government advice in respect of Coronavirus (COVID-19), and on the advice of the Planning 

Inspectorate, a copy of the application will not be left in a public area for viewing. However, a copy 

of the application form and accompanying documents may be viewed online at:  



 

https://land.pfk.co.uk/crosby-ravensworth-common-secretary-of-state-public-consultation/ 
 

 

A copy of the application form and accompanying documents may also be obtained from the Crosby 

Ravensworth Commoners Association via their agents, PFK Land Agency at the email or postal 

address below.  

 

a. Email landagency@pfk.co.uk. In the subject title please include ‘Crosby Common S38 

application’. 

b. If you are unable to email please write to the address below. However, due to the current 

Coronavirus restrictions replying be post may be delayed or even not be possible.  

Please request a copy of the application by email if possible. 

 

The application form and documents will be available until Monday 15 June 2020 

 

In view of the pandemic, any representations should, where possible,  be sent only by email ON or 

BEFORE that date to commonlandcasework@planninginspectorate.gov.uk. 

 

Representations sent to the Planning Inspectorate cannot be treated as confidential. They will be 

copied to the applicant and possibly to other interested parties. For information about how The 

Planning Inspectorate processes personal information please see the Common Land Privacy Policy at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/common-land-guidance-sheet-13-privacy-policy. 

 

Gordon Bowness, Chair of Crosby Ravensworth Commoners Association 

c/o PFK Land Agency 

Agricultural Hall 

Skirsgill 

PENRITH 

CA11 0DN 

 

12th May 2020 

 

 

 

 

https://land.pfk.co.uk/crosby-ravensworth-common-secretary-of-state-public-consultation/
mailto:landagency@pfk.co.uk
mailto:commonlandcasework@planninginspectorate.gov.uk
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Yorkshire Dales Access Forum  
Principles for Woodland Creation Applications  

On Open Access Land  
 
These principles will be used to inform our responses to applications for woodland creation on 
open access land. 
 
The LAF would normally expect: 

 There will be an access assessment with any application. 

 That the relevant standards be adhered to (e.g. British Standard 5709 on stiles and 
gates). 

 Local user groups will be consulted before the application is made.  

 There will be no loss of access with gates etc being provided at intervals suitable to the 
terrain. 

 Wherever possible, local materials should be used for fences and gates etc.  

 All fencing should be non barbed wire, unless necessary for stock control.   

 Access should be retained at all times except when closure is required for forestry work.  
Any closure should be advertised at all entrances to the woodland with maps, if only 
certain parts are closed. 

 To be informed of who will be legally responsible for the removal of any fences and the 
date they will be removed, this will be reviewed every ten year. 

 
We will, in general, not object to applications for the creation of native woodlands in situations 
where they are deemed to be appropriate.  This would normally include: 
 
1. On CROW Access land that is not common land, where the land has a recreational 

management agreement or is dedicated as Access Land after the planting has been 
completed. 

 
2. Where a public right of way (PROW) goes into or borders the woodland, unhampered 

access is to be facilitated and maintained (e.g. a on a bridleway sufficient clearance for 
horse riders and cyclists) with appropriate Highway Authority Permission. In all cases 
gates are preferred to stiles.   

 
3. Where the woodland parcels cross PROWs or other tracks, desire lines, other routes (e.g. 

the route of a fell race), its impact on vistas is considered and they should be retained 
where possible. 

 
4. Where there are tracks on the ground, other amenities or points of interest, access is 

retained or an alternative provided (e.g. to a viewpoint or rock scramble).  
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YORKSHIRE DALES ACCESS FORUM 

FENCING OF REGISTERED COMMONS AND EXCHANGE OF REGISTERED COMMON 
LAND 

 

Guiding principles that will be considered when making comments on applications 
 
1. FENCING OF COMMONS (General) 

1.1. All registered commons are open access land. 
 
1.2. S 38 of the Commons Act 2006 gives power to the Secretary of State (defra) to 

authorise the fencing of commons. 
 
1.3. Urban commons (those in pre 1974 Urban District Council areas) have horse riding 

rights and other commons may also have other higher access rights. 
 
1.4. The LAF will, in general, not object to applications for fencing on commons where they 

are deemed appropriate for the restoration of moors, amenity woodland planting and 
similar applications and do not cause loss of access and will adhere to the following 
notes and guidelines. 

 
2. FENCING OF COMMONS 

2.1. If there are any amenities or points of interest within the fencing or planting, clear 
corridors to be retained to the amenity and clear areas to be left around each amenity.   

 
2.2. Any tracks visible on the ground should be retained for public use or alternatives 

provided. 
 
2.3. If any new fences or walls (including temporary ones) need to be erected, they should 

have a suitable number of gates to enable access.  The intervals should be suitable to 
the terrain and include all existing tracks and desire lines. 

 
2.4. The standard ‘Open Access’ symbol should be posted at significant points along the 

fence.  Stiles will only be accepted where there is an overriding case following the ‘gap, 
gate, stile’ principle.  Stiles and gates should be to British Standard 5709 and of the 
appropriate width for the legally permitted use.  Wherever possible, local materials 
should be used for any fences and gates etc., and efforts should be made to minimize 
the visual impact of such features.  All wire fencing should be non barbed wire unless 
necessary for stock control. 

 
2.5. In addition to the LAF the appropriate local user groups should be consulted on the 

positioning of access points. 
 
2.6. The LAF will require to be advised of: 
2.6.1. The body which will be legally responsible for the removal of any fences. 
2.6.2. The year the fences will be removed. 
2.6.3. The process that will be put in place to ensure that fences are removed in that year 

and not forgotten, especially by anticipating successor land owners and ensuring they 
are notified of the commitment. 

2.6.4. We wish that there be firm agreement that the fence be removed at the end of the 
permitted period (with some sanction in case of breach) 

 
2.7. Where appropriate a simple notice should be erected at each access point explaining 

the purpose of the fences, their temporary nature and seeking the co-operation of 
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users in not damaging them.  The LAF is aware that some fencing in other areas has 
been vandalised until the reason was explained in this way. 

 
3. EXCHANGE OF COMMON LAND1  (General) 

3.1. S16 of the Commons Act 2006 gives power to the Secretary of State to authorise the 
exchange of all or part of a common for other non common land.  The original land 
then ceases to become a common and the new land becomes the common and has all 
the rights attaching to it of the original common. 

 
3.2. This is generally done to allow planning permission to be granted for the original land. 
 
3.3. In moorland areas it is frequently used to erect wind turbines.  It is appreciated that this 

is unlikely to occur in national parks. 
 
3.4. The main problem is that high common land on top of the moors may be replaced by 

lower land with less wide views and/or of a lesser value for the access user and have 
more restricted entry to access along its boundary. 

 
3.5. The Forum will consider the loss of amenity and access when making its views known 

to the Secretary of State. 
 
4. EXCHANGE OF COMMON LAND 
4.1. Applications will normally only be recommended if the exchanged land is of similar 

size, landscape quality and value to the public as the original land having regard to 
amenity areas, view points, interesting features and access. 

 
4.2. If the exchanged land is to be fenced then the same criteria apply as in paragraph 3 

above 
 
4.3. If the original parcel of common land is to be restored after development or when the 

need for the development has ceased to exist then the previous status of the land 
should be restored as far and as soon as possible, either by the further exchange of 
the common land or by dedication as open access.  The exchanged land should be at 
least as large and where possible larger than the original. 

 
4.4. The LAF will require to be advised of: 
4.4.1. The body which will be legally responsible for the restoration of the original land and 

the removal of any fences. 
4.4.2. The year the land will be restored and the fences will be removed. 
4.4.3. The process that will be put in place to ensure that the land is restored and the fences 

are removed in that year and not forgotten; especially by anticipating successor land 
owners and ensuring they are notified of the commitment. 

 
 

 
 
 

                                            
1      Useful information can be found in the defra document ‘Common Land Consents Policy 
Guidance’ issued in July 2009 and available to download from the defra website.  The Secretary 

of State has delegated his powers to consider these applications to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS). 
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